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Introduction

Integration of skeletal structures has traditionally been studied
using correlations among linear dimensions, but has more recently
been investigated using geometric morphometric data in the form
of covariances among landmarks (e.g., Baab et al., 2012).Within this
latter field, the use of partial least squares (PLS), or singular warps
analysis, has proven particularly useful for examining covariance
among sets (blocks) of landmarks (Bookstein, 1997; Klingenberg
and Zaklan, 2000; Rohlf and Corti, 2000; Bookstein et al., 2003;
Bastir and Rosas, 2005; Gunz and Harvati, 2007; Kulemeyer et al.,
2009; Singh et al., 2012). An important step that occurs prior to a
PLS analysis is the superimposition of landmark configurations.
However, with two distinct blocks of landmarks to compare, there
are two basic approaches to superimposition: a single superimpo-
sition of all landmarks followed by partitioning into distinct blocks;
or, independent superimpositions of the blocks of landmarks. Both
approaches have important and predictable downstream effects for
interpreting the results of the PLS analysis. While the importance of
superimposition choice prior to PLS has been touched on previ-
ously, this commentary is outside of the standard anthropological
literature (Klingenberg, 2009; Kulemeyer et al., 2009; McCane and
Kean, 2011; Mitteroecker et al., 2012). In light of the growing
popularity of PLS for the study of morphological integration within
the field of anthropology, a brief discourse on this topic is both
necessary and timely.
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One application of PLS methods is the calculation of pairs of
latent variables (dimensions or components) that model the rela-
tionship between two sets (blocks) of observed variables (Wold,
1982, 1985; Sampson et al., 1989). Partial least squares shares with
multiple regression and canonical correlation the goal of investi-
gating the relationship between two groups of variables, but differs
methodologically from both of these approaches (Sampson et al.,
1989; Klingenberg and Ekau, 1996; Rohlf and Corti, 2000). A better
analog for PLS analysis is principal components analysis (PCA), but
while the goal of PCA is to find components that maximize the
variance within a single set of variables, a PLS analysis finds pairs of
components that maximize the covariance between two blocks
(sets) of variables (Sampson et al., 1989; Klingenberg and Ekau,
1996; Klingenberg and Zaklan, 2000; Rohlf and Corti, 2000). The
weights (elements of the eigenvectors) of each principal component
are calculated from the covariance matrix. In a PLS, the weights of
the components are calculated from the cross-covariance matrix,
which is the portion of the covariance matrix that includes only the
covariances between the variables in Block 1 with those in Block 2
(and not the covariances within either block) (see Fig. 1 of McNulty,
2009). Each component is a linear combination of the original var-
iables from one block and their weights. The weights scale the
original variables such that the first pair of components accounts for
the maximum amount of covariance between the blocks. Subse-
quent pairs of components are mutually orthogonal to the first and
to each other, and account for progressively less of the shared
covariance. The PLS component weights are usually calculated via
singular value decomposition (SVD) of the cross-covariance matrix
(Sampson et al., 1989). Specimens can be projected onto the pairs of
axes (i.e., scores are calculated for each specimen for each axis) (e.g.,
Fig. 1), and the weights can be used to visualize the shape change
implied by the paired axes (e.g., Rohlf and Corti, 2000; Bookstein
et al., 2003; Mitteroecker and Bookstein, 2008). Partial least
squares analysis can also be extended to three blocks of variables
(e.g., Bookstein et al., 2003), and the comments here applyequally to
the two- and three-block cases.

What is not always appreciated is the role that superimposition
of the landmark configurations (the sets of corresponding land-
marks acquired from all specimens) plays in the interpretation of
the patterns recovered by PLS of geometric morphometric data.
Procrustes superimposition is a method whereby three ‘nuisance’
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Figure 1. An example of how different superimposition approaches affect the end-
result of partial least squares analysis of morphological integration. The first row il-
lustrates three original landmark configurations that each consist of two blocks of
landmarks, one representing the cranial vault and one that is the face. The shapes of
the three cranial vaults differ from one another, as do the three faces. The faces also
differ in their orientation relative to the vault (the anterior face is angled more su-
periorly in the middle and especially right-hand configurations). The results of
simultaneous-fit and separate-subsets superimpositions are shown in the second row.
The third row illustrates an ordination on the first pair of PLS axes based on the two
superimpositions. Shape changes associated with the first pair of axes are shown in the
bottom row. Though both analyses reveal covariation in the shapes of the vault and
face, only the simultaneous-fit approach captures the differences in orientation of the
face relative to the vault.

Figure 2. An example of how the simultaneous-fit superimposition introduces non-
biological co-variance between blocks of landmarks. The first row illustrates three
landmark configurations, each of which is divided into a two landmark blocks corre-
sponding to the cranial vault and face. The only difference between the three config-
urations is in the absolute size of the face. Size and shape of these two blocks do not
covary (as correctly reflected by the PLS based on a separate-subsets superimposition).
A PLS based on the simultaneous-fit superimposition, however, indicates that the size
of the vault increase as the size of the face decreases. This is due to scaling each
configuration to a common centroid size during the simultaneous-fit superimposition
process.
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parameters (translation, orientation and size) are estimated and
isolated from the shape information (Gower, 1975; Rohlf and Slice,
1990; Baab et al., 2012). The goal of the superimposition is to po-
sition corresponding landmarks as close together as possible; and,
in the case of more than two specimens, this is accomplished by an
iterative process called generalized Procrustes analysis (GPA). The
GPA alignment translates configurations to a common centroid,
scales them to unit centroid size and then minimizes the sum of
squared distances between corresponding landmarks and the
consensus (grand mean) via rigid rotation. Centroid size is calcu-
lated as the square root of the sum of squared distances from each
landmark to that landmark configuration’s centroid (center of
mass).

There are two main superimposition strategies employed in the
literature prior to a PLS analysis: (1) all landmark configurations are
superimposed at the outset and then landmarks are sorted into the
various blocks of landmarks (‘simultaneous-fit’ in Klingenberg, 2009;
‘whole fit’ in Kulemeyer et al., 2009), or (2) the landmarks are
assigned to blocksfirst, followed by independent superimpositions of
each block (‘separate subsets’ in Klingenberg, 2009; ‘separate fit’ in
Kulemeyer et al., 2009). The consequence of a simultaneous-fit su-
perimposition is that all of the ‘connections’ between the blocks of
variables are maintained, specifically their relative sizes, orientations
and positions. In contrast, a separate subsets approach excludes the
information about how the two sets of landmarks relate to each other
in space and how they are scaled relative to one another (see Gunz
and Harvati, 2007 for a related example of superimposition choice
prior to PCA).
The total covariance between blocks of landmarks will usually
be higher in a PLS based on a simultaneous-fit superimposition
than a separate-subsets superimposition because the former in-
cludes this additional information about the relative positions,
orientations, and scales of the two blocks. Total covariance between
two blocks of variables (which is dictated by the specific landmarks
and sample analyzed) can be measured as the sum of the squared
elements of the cross-covariance matrix, or, equivalently, as the
sum of the squared singular values (the elements of the diagonal
matrix that results from the SVD of the cross-covariance matrix)
(e.g., Klingenberg and Zaklan, 2000; Rohlf and Corti, 2000). This
value can also be scaled by the total variation in the landmarks, a
metric called Escoufier’s RV coefficient (Escoufier, 1973; Robert and
Escoufier, 1976), which is similar to the squared correlation coeffi-
cient (coefficient of determination: r2) in the context of two blocks
of variables (Klingenberg, 2009).

The contrast between these two approaches is illustrated by
hypothetical examples in Figures. 1 and 2. In Figure. 1, three land-
mark configurations, each composed of two blocks of landmarks
corresponding to the vault and face, have been shown before su-
perimposition and after simultaneous-fit and separate-subsets
superim-positions. We can observe a basic pattern where taller
and antero-posterior shorter vaults are associated with shorter and
more dorsally angled faces. As a PLS analysis based on a separate-
subsets superimposition reflects only covariation between the
shapes of the two blocks of landmarks, it does not capture the
differences in orientation of the face relative to the vault, as is
apparent in the illustrations of the shape changes associated with
the two PLS analyses.

While a simultaneous-fit superimposition preserves the in-
formation about relative scaling and the geometric relations
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between two landmark sets, this type of superimposition can it-
self actually introduce additional, non-biological covariance
structure (Mitteroecker et al., 2012). Specifically, since landmark
configurations are all scaled to unit centroid size in the course of
the superimposition process, an artificial negative scaling rela-
tionship can be introduced between the two blocks of landmarks
as they cannot both increase (or decrease) in size and still scale to
the same centroid size. The PLS analysis based on a simultaneous-
fit superimposition of the three hypothetical landmark configu-
rations in Figure. 2 indicates that the vault becomes relatively
smaller as the face increases in size, despite the fact that the size
of the vault is actually identical in the three original configura-
tions. Oneway to check for this possibility is to perform a bivariate
regression between the centroid sizes of the two blocks of vari-
ables. In the example in Figure. 2, the size of the vault would not
covary with the size of the face.

While these issues are easily appreciated within the context
of simple 2-D examples, the choice between these two superim-
position procedures may be less clear-cut in the context of
more complex, 3-D shape variation in biological structures.
Anthropological applications of PLS analysis to morphological
integration have featured both simultaneous-fit superimposition
(Bookstein et al., 2003; Gunz and Harvati, 2007; Mitteroecker and
Bookstein, 2008; McNulty, 2009; Martínez-Abadías et al., 2012)
and separate-subsets superimpositions (Bastir et al., 2005;
Martínez-Abadías et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2012), but reasons for
choosing one over the other have not been broadly discussed. The
choice between these two approaches impacts the degree and
pattern of integration in predictable ways, and can therefore be
exploited to explore specific aspects of morphological integration
(Klingenberg, 2009; Mitteroecker et al., 2012).

If the goal of the analysis is to examine how the blocks of
landmarks relate to one another in space and how they are scaled
relative to one another, then the landmark configurations should be
superimposed using a simultaneous-fit approach. Many well-
known hypotheses of integration in the human skull fall into this
category. For example, Weidenreich (1941) suggests that species
with relatively large brains have round, globular neurocrania and
proportionally smaller faces that are ‘tucked under’ the vault. Along
similar lines, Lieberman et al. (2002) propose that the globular
neurocranium and retracted face that characterize modern Homo
sapiens resulted from a longer anterior cranial base that is more
flexed relative to the posterior cranial base, a vertically shorter face,
and possibly larger temporal and/or frontal lobes of the brain.
Likewise, spatial packing hypotheses that relate basicranial flexion
to endocranial volume relative to the length of the basicranium
(e.g., Biegert, 1963; Ross and Ravosa, 1993; Lieberman et al., 2008),
or antero-posterior development of the browridge to the position
of the orbits relative to the anterior brain (e.g., Weidenreich, 1941;
Ravosa, 1988) are best evaluated using a simultaneous-fit approach.

When investigating integration among disjoint anatomical re-
gions (e.g., the fore- and hind-wings of bumblebees; Klingenberg
et al., 2001), separate-subsets superimposition is not only appro-
priate, but may also be the only available approach. For example,
looking at congruence between articular surfaces of opposing
bones within a single joint (e.g., the tibiotalar joint; Harcourt-Smith
et al., 2008) using PLS would be based on separate superimposi-
tions of the distal tibial surface and trochlear surface of the talus.
Another example is serial homology of the dentition, which may
evolve as a meristic series or array (Singleton et al., 2011; Gómez-
Robles and Polly, 2012). If morphological integration among indi-
vidual teeth is of interest, rather than relative scaling or orientation
of the teeth within the tooth row, then a separate-subsets approach
for each tooth seems most reasonable. Even in the context of a
single structure, the separate-subsets approach may clarify block-
specific shape differences that are swamped by a primary pattern
of covariance related to the orientation, position or scaling of the
blocks relative to one another, and can therefore be used in
conjunction with a simultaneous-fit approach.

The growing popularity of a PLS approach to studying
morphological integration requires a clear understanding of how
specific analytical choices, including superimposition of landmark
configurations, impact the interpretation of the results. Both
simultaneous-fit and separate-subsets approaches include infor-
mation about how the shapes of the two blocks of variables covary,
but only the former addresses how they are positioned, oriented
and scaled relative to one another. However, the nature of a
simultaneous-fit superimposition can itself introduce artificial
covariance in the relative scaling of the two blocks of variables. The
choice of one superimposition strategy or both superimposition
strategies should be dictated by the research questions.
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